Jokes

It’s true, isn’t it, that the hand that rocks the cradle, rules the world.
I don’t find it so.
Come on, you know that your wife is the boss.
Yes, but being the boss, she makes me rock the cradle.

Nasruddin moved into a new house. The postman called and said, ‘I hope you are satisfied with the mail deliveries.’
‘More than satisfied,’ said Nasruddin, ‘and in fact, from tomorrow you may double my order.’

A young lad had returned from a birthday party. His mother, apprehensive lest his appetite should have overcome his manners, asked: ‘Are you sure you didn’t ask Aunty Lucy for another piece of cake?’
‘Oh, no, mother. I only asked her for the recipe so you would bake a cake like it, and she insisted on giving me two more pieces.’

My mother had always wanted to learn to play piano, so my father bought her one for her birthday.
A few weeks later I called and asked how she was doing.
‘We returned the piano,’ said my father. ‘I persuaded her to switch to a clarinet.’
‘Why?’ I asked. ‘Because,’ he explained, ‘with a clarinet, she can’t sing along.’
A young boy was kneeling by his bed and saying his prayers asked God to make him a good boy.

The boy's father, passing by his bedroom, overheard his son praying. 'And make me a good boy if you can. But if you can't, don't worry about it, 'because' I'm having fun the way I am.'

I noticed my four year old daughter was playing a little too quietly. I found her sitting on her bed with a pillow and a pile of feathers. She had obviously been plucking them from the pillow for some time.

'Samantha!' I exclaimed. 'What on earth are you doing?'

'Well, there is a chicken in here,' she replied. 'And I'm just trying to help him get out.'

A man is driving down a road and sees a sign that says, 'Watch for Fallen Rocks.' A few kilometres later, he sees some rocks at the side of the road so he stops and picks them up.

When he gets to the next town, he carries the rocks into the Highway Maintenance office and puts them on the counter. 'Here are your fallen rocks' he says to the man behind the counter. 'Now where is my watch?'

While filling out an employment application, a man paused over the question, 'person to notify in case of, an accident.'

After some thought, he finally wrote, 'anybody in sight.'